# Leak Location: Yard - Sales Line

**Technician(s):** Curtis Wenger

---

### Process Unit
- **Equipment Identification:** Grove Valves
- **Type:** Globe Valve

### Component Information
- **Size:** 8"

### Process Stream
- **Type:** Sour Process Gas

### Comments:
Leaking from bottom 3 bolts on body of globe valve.

---

### Repair Data
- **Date Reviewed:**
- **Technician:**
- **Signature:**
- **Comments:**

---

### Quantification Data
- **Leak Tag #:** 3103

- **Measurement Method:** Hi Flow Sampler
- **Time of Test:** 11:32 AM
- **Ambient Temperature (°C):** 10°C
- **E³M³ Per Day:** 0.0013

---

**Double-click on black & white image above to view GasLeakIR video**